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Module Script 3  

 
MODULE 3 – Javascript   
 
Now things are really about to start getting interesting! It’s time to learn some basic Javascript coding. If 
you think the word “Javascript” sounds cool, just wait till you see what it can do! Javascript is one of the 
most widely used programming languages in the world. It’s used to make web pages, like the one we’re 
building, interactive. We’re going to use it to make boring static HTML/CSS into something magical that we 
can interact with. So let’s get started! 
 
Just like with CSS, you can put Javascript in the <head>. However, similar to what happens with other HTML 
tags, where you put it will determine when the browser reads it and interprets it. Let's begin by using a new 
tag called <script></script>. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: inside the <head> tag write: 
<script> 
alert("this is an alert"); 
</script> 
 
Now, since we put the script directly in the <head> and the alert() wasn't inside what is known as a 
function, it happened right away. I know what you’re thinking. “But wait, isn't alert() a function?” Why, 
yes. Yes it is. A function is simply a block of code that does a specific task. So, when you write 
alert("something"); the browser "calls" the function alert(); and it pops up as an alert dialog box with the 
text you put between the double quotes. Now, let's make a new function that calls alert(); with some new 
text. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: inside <script></script> write: 
function coolalert(newtext) { 
alert(newtext); 
} 
coolalert("this is new text"); 
 
So what, exactly, is all of that? We started with the word "function". In coding terms, this means we want 
to define a new function. The word after that "coolalert" is the name of our new function. Remember, all 
javascript functions must have parentheses "( )" after the name. Inside these parentheses you can define 
one or more parameters. A parameter is the name of a value you want to pass into the function. In this 
case, our parameter name is "newtext". Newtext then represents what we pass in when we call the 
function. So when we call coolalert(); on line ??? and pass in "this is new text", the function takes that and 
uses it whenever we use newtext inside the curly brackets "{ }". Trust me, it sounds way more complicated 
than it is. You’ll get the hang of it before you know it. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: change the text inside the double quotes on line ??? 
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Okay, now let's say that you want to store or change some of the information that goes into or comes out 
of a function. You can do this with a variable, var for short. Keep in mind that functions interact with other 
variables differently, depending on what you store in the variable. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: inside the <script></script> tag write: 
var str = "this is a string " 
var num = 1; 
alert(str + num); 
 
Notice that when we added str to num, we combined a string with a number. In this case, Javascript treats 
num as a string and a placed num after str like it was one long sentence. Strings are just text. You can put 
letters, numbers, and even symbols in a string. Just remember, Javascript will treat anything with double 
quotes "" around it as a string. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: replace lines ??? through ???? (var str - alert(str+num);) with this:  
var num1 = 1; 
var num2 = 4.3; 
alert(num1 + num2); 
 
Since both num1 and num2 are both numbers, when we add them together, Javascript simply uses math. 1 
+ 4.3 = 5.3. In Javascript, numbers can be whole numbers, decimals, even negative numbers! See? All that 
math you learned actually does come in handy sometimes! 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: replace lines ??? through ????  (var num1 - alert(num1+num2);) with this: 
var num1 = 1; 
var num2 = 4.3; 
var bol = num1 > num2; 
alert(bol); 
 
Working in Javascript, there will be times when we need to check to see if something is true or false. In 
Javascript this is called a Boolean. A Boolean only has two possible values: true or false. In our code we 
checked if num1 with a value of 1 is greater than num2 with a value of 4.3. 1 is NOT greater than 4.3 so our 
variable has the value of false. Make sense? Good. Let’s continue. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: Try swapping ">" with "<". 
 
To make things both easier and more complicated at the same time, as crazy as that sounds, there’s 
another type of variable called an object. An object is a variable with properties and functions all its own. 
Think of it as it's own little piece of paper. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: inside <scripte></script> write: 
var obj = { 
str : "this is a string ", 
num1 : 1, 
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num2 : 4.3 
} 
alert(obj.str + obj.num1); 
alert(obj.num1 + obj.num2); 
alert(obj.num1 > obj.num2); 
 
In Javascript, object properties are written as name:value pairs separated by a colon :  
When accessing the properties of an object, use object name followed by a period "." followed by the 
property name. You can update a property's value the same way. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: before the alerts but after the "}" write: 
obj.str = "we are changing the string"; 
 
Now, let's see how we can play with HTML/CSS with Javascript. To do this, an element first needs to 
actually exist on the page before you can interact with it. To illustrate this, we'll make a second 
<script></script> tag just before the </body> so we know that the browser has drawn all of the CSS and 
HTML first. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: write a new <script></script> tag just before </body> then inside write: 
var d = document.getElementById("yellow"); 
d.style.backgroundColor = "green"; 
 
Sure, that's great and all, but you probably noticed that the entire time the browser has been having all the 
fun. Now, let's get to the interaction part of Javascript. First we'll create an <a> tag and add some 
Javascript to it to change the div color when we click on it. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: in the <body> after the <div></div> write: 
<a href="javascript:changeColor();">click me</a> 
 
in the <script></script> just before the </body> write: 
var d = document.getElementById("yellow"); 
function changeColor() { 
    d.style.backgroundColor = "green";     
} 
 
Notice that when you click on the text that says "click me" the div turns green! Now let's test what you've 
learned. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: just before the </body> write a new script tag. Inside the script tag write a new variable 
named d that equals document.getElementById("yellow"); Then write a new function named 
changeColor with a property colorProp. Inside the function write d.style.backgroundColor equal to 
colorProp; Now create three paragraphs after the div inside <body>. Inside each paragraph write a new 
a tag. The first one will have the text "click me for red", the second will have the text "click me for 
green", and the third will have the text "click me for blue". For each a tag set the href to equal 
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"javascript:changeColor(' ');" inside the single quotes inside the parentheses write the color that 
matches the text color of the a tag. Note: if you need to write a "string" inside something that already 
has double quotes around it, you can use single quotes around the 'string'. 
 
Congratulations! You rock! Now you’ve actually learned how to make a webpage perform actions when 
you click on links. How awesome is that? You know what this means, don’t you? It means that you’re ready 
to start building your own game! Now you’ll be able to apply all of your new HTML, CSS, and Javascript 
skills in much the same way a working game developer does. And believe me when I tell you, that’s cool on 
a whole other level! Remember, if you get stuck, don’t worry- you can always go back to the previous 
lessons anytime you like to refresh your memory. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


